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AppNote 404Copyright  2002, EM Microelectronic-Marin SA 2 www.emmicroelectronic.com1 IntroductionThis application note introduces the CMOS integratedtransceiver circuit EM4095 for RFID applications workingwith transponders at a frequency of typically 125 kHz.The paper describes the interoperability with a read-onlyand a read/write transponder in specific examples.The application note offers helpful design guidelines.Firstly, an technical overview on the EM4095 is given.Secondly, the designer obtains practical design tips.Designing a typical reader circuit setup is shown by anexample in the 4th chapter. The following chaptersexplain the interoperability of the EM4095 with read-onlyand read/write transponders.Finally, EM Microelectronic-Marin SA offers a plug-and-play schematic for a typical reader setup using theEM4095. The corresponding PCB source files will bedirectly available from the homepagehttp://www.emmicroelectronic.com.EM4095 Advantages• low cost of external components• ensured operation in resonance• bigger area of reliable AM modulation• easier analyze  and system design due to only twosystem variables• precise sampling positioning• simple to use• low power consumptionFigure 1: Pin AssignementEM4095 features• Integrated PLL system to achieve self adaptive carrierfrequency to antenna resonant frequency• No external quartz required• 100 kHz  to 150 kHz carrier frequency range• Direct antenna driving using bridge drivers• Data transmission by OOK (100% AmplitudeModulation) using bridge driver • Data transmission by Amplitude Modulation withexternally adjustable modulation index using singleended driver• Multiple transponder protocol compatibility (e.g.EM400X, EM4050, EM4150, EM4070, EM4170,EM4069)• Sleep mode 1µA• USB compatible power supply range• -40°C to +85°C temperature range• Small outline plastic package SO16 or PSOP2 16µ P +5VLACDV1CDV2 CRES EM4095 23456781 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 16 +5V RDY/CLK C DEC C AGND MOD DEMOD_OUTSHD C DC2 C FCAP Figure 2: Typical operating configuration forread only modeSO16VSSRDY/CLKANT1DVDDDVSSANT2 DC2FCAPSHDDEMOD_OUTMODAGNDVDD CDEC_INDEMOD_IN CDEC_OUT
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AppNote 404Copyright  2002, EM Microelectronic-Marin SA 3 www.emmicroelectronic.com2 Operational DescriptionTechnical background on how the EM4095 transceiver isoperating is given in this chapter.2.1 Resonant circuit parametersIn RFID system where RF frequency is defined byresonator there are three variables (resonant frequencyof antenna, resonant frequency of transponder and RFdriving frequency). In system using PLL there are onlytwo variables, since the resonant frequency of theantenna and the RF driving frequency are the same.The analysis shows that for a system having definedtolerances on antenna and transponder side the rangewhere one demodulation chain (AM) with fixed samplingpoint can be used is much larger for PLL system. In facttaking in account technically achievable tolerances the resonator system using one sampling point is notfeasible, two channels with 90° shifted sampling pointsare needed (AM/FM). This leads to more expensivesystem which is also more complex to operate.A PLL system with one sampling point has alsolimitations for tolerance range of transponder andantenna. As a general rule can be notified; the higher thequality factors of the two resonant circuits are, the lowertolerances are acceptable (this is also true for aresonator system).An RFID system with air transponder coils is normally notproblematic. For transponders with a Q lower than 15, atolerance of ±5 kHz on the antenna and transponder sideis acceptable.Transponders with ferrite core coils have usually higherquality factors (up to 40) and are therefore much moresensitive to tolerances.Figure 3: EM4095 Block DiagramVDD SHD AGND VSS to all blocks LOOPFILTER VCO &SEQUENCERBIAS &AGND SHORTDETECTION& READYBIAS & AGNDto all blocks ANTENNADRIVERSSYNCHRO SAMPLER FILTER COMPARATORto all blocks to all blocks CDEC_OUT CDEC_IN DC2FCAP MOD DMOD_IN RDY/CLK DVDD ANT1 ANT2 DVSS DMOD_OUT HOLD LOCK



AppNote 404Copyright  2002, EM Microelectronic-Marin SA 4 www.emmicroelectronic.com2.2 EM4095 architectureThe block diagram given in fig. 3 describes EM4095architecture. The transmitting section integrates a PLLand a bridge driver that is formed by two push-pulldrivers driven by two signals 180° phase shifted. Thereceiving section contains a synchronous demodulator(sampler) and a filtering chain. The chain achieves aband-pass-filtering function defined by two low-frequencyzeroes, depending of Cdec and Cdc2 capacitors and ahigh frequency pole built-in, in the range of 10kHz. Trace A: CDC2=10nF, trace B: CDC2=6.8nFFigure 4: EM4095 filtering characteristicsThe filtering should be adapted according to the usedtransponder data-rate (e.g. 2 kbit/s). Refer to chapters3.7 and 4.8 for more detailed information.2.3 System performance evaluationsEM will be glad helping you to design your 125 kHz RFIDbasestation using EM4095 front-end for your customapplication. EM provides an Excel -sheet to calculateparameters of an RFID system using the EM4095. Thefile is available on the EM Microelectronic-Marin SAhomepage:http://www.emmicroelectronic.comAB
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AppNote 404Copyright  2002, EM Microelectronic-Marin SA 5 www.emmicroelectronic.com3 Design tipsReliability of a reader application using the EM4095transceiver can be optimized following some basicdesign rules pointed out in this chapter.3.1 Board designPins DVDD and DVSS should be connected to VDD andVSS respectively. Care should be taken that voltagedrops due to driver current which is flowing through pinsDVDD and DVSS does not provoke voltage drops onVDD and VSS. The DVSS pin and DVDD pin should beblocked by a 100nF capacitor between the two pins asclose as possible to the chip. This should prevent thesupply spikes caused by the antenna drivers. Blocking ofthe analog supply pins VSS and VDD next to the chip isalso advisable. Blocking capacitors are not included inthe EM4095 application schematics.All capacitors related to pins DC2, AGND and DMOD_INshould be connected to the same VSS line, which shouldbe connected directly to VSS pin of the chip. This VSSline should not be connected to other elements or be apart of "supply line" going to DVSS.The interconnecting lines to all the sensitive pins (listedabove) must be as short as possible. This is also true forthe VSS line to the blocking capacitors. The capacitivecoupling from all "hot" lines specially the digital outputDEMOD_OUT to the sensitive input pins DEMOD_IN,FCAP, CDEC, DC2 and AGND should be avoided.EM can provide a sample PCB with EM4095, powersupply filter caps and caps on DEMOD_IN, FCAP,CDEC, DC2 and AGND already mounted.A PCB layout can also be found on EM Microelectronic-Marin SA homepage.http://www.emmicroelectronic.com/3.2 Power supply stabilitySince ANT drivers drive antenna with VDD and VSSpower supply level it is clear that all variations and noisein power supply are directly fed to antenna resonantcircuit. Any supply variation which will result in variationof antenna high voltage in mV region will result inreduced functionality or even malfunction of the system(transponder signal superimposed on antenna voltage isin the range of tens of mV). Special care has to be takento filter low frequency noise in range up to 20 kHz sincethe transponder signal is in this frequency range.3.3 Analog ground pin AGNDThe AGND capacitor can be increased from 220nF up to1uF. The bigger capacitor value can slightly reduce thereceive noise. The AGND voltage is filtered by externalcapacitor and internal resistor of 2kohms.3.4 Design of DEMOD_IN capacitive dividerCapacitor divider should be designed in a way thatparasitic capacitances (few pF of DMOD_IN pin,parasitics of PCB, …) do not influence divider ratio.Capacitor with value from 1 to 2 nF is proposed forconnection from DMOD_IN pin to VSS (CDV2). Capacitor from antenna high voltage point to DMOD_IN (CDV1) pinis then calculated from divider ratio.Additional capacitance of capacitive divider must becompensated by accordingly smaller resonant capacitor.3.5 Maximum current on ANT driver outputsEM4095 is not limiting the current delivered by ANTdrivers. Absolute maximum rating on these two outputs is300 mA. Design of antenna resonant circuit connected toANT drivers must be done in a way that maximum peakcurrent of 250 mA is never exceeded. If quality ofantenna is so high that this current might be exceeded, ithas to be reduced by adding series resistor. As alreadymentioned in EM4095 datasheet [1] antenna drivercurrent also defines the maximum operating temperature.Maximum peak current should be designed in a way thatinternal junction temperature does not exceed maximumjunction temperature at maximum application ambienttemperature. Based on maximum current andtemperature range a choice of packaging has to be done.Low cost package SOIC 16 has Thermal Convection of70 °C/W and PSOP has 30 °C/W with a special PCBlayout (refer to EM4095 Data Sheet).3.6 Signal MODIt is recommended to connect MOD to VSS in read-onlyapplications.EM4095 has some built in test features, which areswitched on when SHD and MOD pins are high. It is thusrecommended that MOD pin is kept low while SHD ishigh.3.7 Band pass filter tuningThe reception filtering is done in two stages. The firststage zero is defined by external capacitor Cdec andinternal resistor (100 kohms). The pole of the first stageis set internally to ~ 25 kHz. The second stage zero isdefined by external capacitor Cdc2 and internal resistor.The pole of the second stage is defined internally to 12kHz.This means that the reception poles can not be changedand the upper frequencies are limited by two stages filterhaving -3dB frequencies at 25 kHz and 12 kHz.The two stage zeroes can be changed (refer to chapter4.8).The default settings should be at about Cdec = 100nFand Cdc2 = 10nF. This combination is more thansufficient to fulfill the sensitivity specification and toenable reliable operation.
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AppNote 404Copyright  2002, EM Microelectronic-Marin SA 6 www.emmicroelectronic.comIncreasing the Cdc2 capacitor (max. 22 nF) will in realapplication increase the receive sensitivity, specially ifthe Q of the transponder is high, which causes non-rectangular (sloped) receive input signal.Trace A: CDC2=10nF, trace B: CDC2=6.8nFFigure 5: Filtering characteristic as function offilter capactior Cdc2Increasing the Cdc2 capacitor will increase the receivebandwidth what in consequence increases the receivegain for sloped signals.The advisable range for Cdc2 is from 6.8 nF to 22nF andCdec from 33 nF to 220 nF. A higher capacitor value canincrease the start-up time.CDC2=10nF: trace A: -30°C, trace B: 90°CFigure 6: Filtering characteristic as function oftemperatureABAB



AppNote 404Copyright  2002, EM Microelectronic-Marin SA 7 www.emmicroelectronic.com4 Calculating an exampleThe following example presents the EM4095 front-endusing on-off-keying (OOK) communication protocol fromthe reader to transponder (uplink). Helpful equations canbe found in [2]. They can be used for principal design,but the calculations have to be verified by measurement.Eventually the results have to be adjusted to compensatepossible parasitics and second order effects.A reader system with a high Q antenna will be specified.The system will operate atf0 = 125 kHzand ambient temperature range-40 to 85°C.4.1 Reader antenna propertiesTo design a low cost read/write (R/W) basestation usingOOK communication protocol for the uplinkcommunication, the configuration according to thechapter "Typical Operating Configuration" - fig. 2  - hasbeen chosen [1].4.1.1 Reader antenna inductivityThe antenna inductivity is usually chosen from within therange from 300 uH to 800 uH. In this example thefollowing inductivity and quality factor have been selectedLA = 725 uH ± 1%QA = 40.4.1.2 Reader antenna resistanceThe ohmic antenna resistance can be found by applyingthe formula R f LQANT AA= 2 0πRANT = 14.23 ΩSpecified by [1], the antenna driver resistance and thepower supply voltage ofRAD = 3 ΩVDD - VSS = 5Vwill be used in following calculations.4.1.3 Resonant capacitorSystem will operate at 125 kHz. The resonant capacitorCRES is calculated by ARES LfC 20 )2( 1π= CRES = 2.24 nFRemark: Until that point of the calculation, Cdv1 and Cdv2effect is neglected, as they are not yet calculated. (see4.4 for real resonant frequency value).4.1.4 Reader antenna current and voltageBy the given antenna driven in the bridge-driverconfiguration [1] and applying the equations ADSERANT ssddpeakANT RRR VVI 24)( ++ −= πand RESo peakANTpeakANT CfIV ..2 )()( π=the current and the voltage at the reader antenna are(Rser=0): IANT(peak) = 315 mAVANT(peak) = 182 VTo suite the maximum specifications at DEMOD_IN [1],the antenna voltage would have to be divided by nearly afactor of dC = 100.Decimating the antenna voltage ensures a properdemodulation of the received transponder data signal.Applying a serial resistor RSER to the resonance circuitcan reduce the division factor dc.4.1.5 Reader antenna quality factorPractical antenna circuit Q factors, in case full receiverchain is used, can be found between 10 and 15.Introducing a serial resistor RSER, will limit the highvoltage by reducing the overall quality factor, withoutreducing reading distance.To conclude, the resonance circuit quality factor Q canbe reduced by adding a serial resistor RSER.Reduced Q also improves recovery time aftermodulation, which is especially important fortransponders with data rates at 32 and 40 periods per bit.Furthermore a lower antenna current will limit the junctiontemperature of the chip.The following calculations are based on a serial resistorof RSER = 33 Ωwhich has been calculated iteratively by using theequations from chapter 4.1.4.



AppNote 404Copyright  2002, EM Microelectronic-Marin SA 8 www.emmicroelectronic.comThe resulting antenna current and voltage in resonanceare more suitable IANT(peak)= 119.59 mA,VANT(peak) = 69.22 V.4.2 Capacitor dividerThe input signal at DEMOD_IN has to be limited by adivision factor dC, to meet the EM4095 common moderange specifications [1].V sense V DD –V SSFigure 7: Decimated antenna signal atDEMOD_INAt this point a measurement was performed usingelements described above. The resulting amplitude at theantenna was VANT(pp) = 140 Vppwhich is close to the calculated value.Regarding the common mode range at DEMOD_IN, thecapacitor divider can be calculated taking the measuredpeak-peak voltage on antenna into account.max__ )( INDEMOD ppAntC V Vd <At VDEMOD_IN_PP = 4VPP a division factor ofdC = 35seems to be good choice, while such a division ratio canbe done using standard capacitors. Recommendedcapacitor value of CDV2 is in the range of 1 nF to 2 nF.The following capacitors have been chosen:CRES = 2.2 nFCDV1 = 47 pFCDV2 = 1.5 nFA tolerance class of ± 2 % is acceptable for thecapacitors above. Together with a tolerance of ±  1 % ofLA, an overall tolerance of ±  1.5 % on f0 can bespecified. 4.3 Real Resonant frequency:A fine calculation of the resonant frequency should takeinto account the Cdv1 and Cdv2 capcitor as indicated in thisformula: 21 21. DVDV DVDVRESo CC CCCC ++=This equivalent resonant capacitor value can be used torecalculate the resonant frequency f0:00 .2 1 CLf Aπ=4.4 Sensitivity to reader antenna signalUsing parameter Vsense we can calculate sensitivity fortransponder signal on antenna high voltage point.21 1)()(_ DVDV DVppANTppINDMOD CC CVV +=Having a division factor dC = 33, as in the example andrespecting the minimum sensitivity of 0.85 mVPP atDEMOD_IN [1] a minimum modulation ofVSense_ant = 28.05 mVPPon the reader antenna can be detected by the EM4095.4.5 Power dissipationThe power dissipation of the reader can be calculated bystarting with the equation 00)()( 2 CfVI ppANTppANT ⋅⋅⋅= πIANT(peak) = 114 mA.Once the AC antenna current is found, IRMS can becalculated using equation 2 )( peakANTRMS II =IRMS = 81 mA.To calculate the power dissipation, further parametersare of concern. Firstly, the maximum value of ANT driverresistor [1]



AppNote 404Copyright  2002, EM Microelectronic-Marin SA 9 www.emmicroelectronic.comRAD = 9 Ωand secondly, the maximum value of supply current,provided by the EM4095 [1]IDDon = 10 mA.Finally, the total power dissipation is calculated by( )P I R I V VRMS AD DDon DD SS= ⋅ ⋅ + −2 2 P = 167 mW.4.6 TemperatureWorst case calculations on temperature increase on alow cost SOIC 16 case with RTh=70 °C/W [1] and P = 167mW are performed using ThRPT ⋅=∆∆T = 11.7 K.The maximum junction temperature Tj  is specified toremain below 100°C [1]. The designer has to ensureproper functionality of the design.4.7 Signal dampingSince antenna voltage VAnt is approx. 140 VPP thiscorresponds to: antSenseAntV V VL _log20 ⋅= dBVVL PPPPV 7410.05,28 140log20 3 =⋅= −4.8 Band-pass filter tuningAs already mentioned in chapter 3.7, default settings forCdec and Cdc2 can be used.Cdec = 100nF,Cdc2 = 10nF.The zero-transition frequency is given byCRfZ ⋅⋅⋅= π2 1and for the first zero frequency = 16 Hz @ Cdec =100nF. For the second zero frequency = 1.5 kHz @ Cdc2= 10nF. Adapting these coefficients can optimize the receivingsensitivity.For more detailed information refer to [2] and [3].



AppNote 404Copyright  2002, EM Microelectronic-Marin SA 10 CC5 Interfacing a read-only transponder: e.g.EM4100Basic concepts connecting the EM4095 to amicrocontroller are pointed out in this chapter. A typicalEM4095 setup to communicate with a read-onlytransponder (e.g. EM4100) is shown.5.1 Microcontroller interfaceThe microcontroller is connected to the EM4095 througha slim three-wire-interface using the signals SHD,RDY/CLK and DEMOD_OUT. µ P+5V L A C DV1 C DV2 C RES EM40952 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 151413121110916+5V RDY/CLK C DEC C AGND MOD DEMOD_OUT SHD C DC2 C FCAP Antenna sensing point (ASP) Figure 8: Typical read-only setup5.1.1 Sleep mode (SHD)The EM4095 can be put in sleep mode by applying VDDon the pin SHD. SHD is high active. The consumption insleep mode is specified to only 1µA [1].SHD = 1 sleep modeSHD = 0 operation mode5.1.2 Modulation (MOD)By applying VDD on MOD, a modulation of 100 % isperformed.MOD = 1 100% of modulationMOD = 0 no modulationThe antenna current will be: ADSERANT ssddpeakANT RRR VVI 24)( ++ −= πSee chapter 5.2 on how to control the electromagneticfield with the microcontroller.5.1.3 Ready and clock signal (RDY/CLK)The RDY/CLK signal offers multiple functionality toobserve either the EM4095 ready to run (RDY) or bysorting a synchronous signal (CLK) to the data onDEMOD_OUT. The RDY signal is also available, when the antennadrivers are in off-state, which is forced by settingMOD = 1.5.2 Command transmission (uplink)Since it is sufficient to generate a constantelectromagnetic field to communicate with read-onlytransponders, the MOD pin is not connected to themicrocontroller but is therefore fixed to VSS.5.3 Signal reception on DEMOD_INBy following the calculation example (previous chapter) adecimated antenna signal should show a similar signalon your oscilloscope. The upper trace shows theDEMOD_OUT, while the lowest trace shows thetransponder antenna signal.Traces:Figure 9: Demotransp
 h1 DEMOD_OUTh2 Transponder antenna signal(measured with a spy coil)
www.emmicroelectronic.comdulated transponder signal andonder antenna signal



AppNote 404Copyright  2002, EM Microelectronic-Marin SA 11 www.emmicroelectronic.comCh1 reader antenna signalCh3 triggering signalCh2 MOD signal6 Interfacing a read/write transponder: e.g.EM4069A typical EM4095 setup to communicate with a read-write transponder (e.g. EM4069) is shown in this chapter.6.1 Microcontroller interfaceThe microcontroller is connected to the EM4095 througha slim interface using the signals SHD, RDY/CLK, MODand DEMOD_OUT. The serial resistance RAM allows thespecification of an individual modulation index mMOD. Thisfeatures offers to communicate e.g. with the R/Wtransponder P4069. µ P+5V L A C DV1 C DV2 C RES EM40952 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 151413121110916+5V RDY/CLK R AM C DEC C AGND MOD DEMOD_OUT SHD C DC2 C FCAP Antenna sensing point (ASP) Figure 10: Typical R/W setup with specificmodulation index6.1.1 Sleep mode (SHD)The EM4095 can be put in sleep mode by applying VDDon the pin SHD. SHD is high active. The consumption insleep mode is specified to only 1µA [1].SHD = 1 sleep modeSHD = 0 operation mode6.1.2 Modulation (MOD)By applying VDD on MOD, a modulation index isspecified, by adding resistor RAM. At RAM = 0, amodulation of 100% will be achieved.MOD = 1 modulation according to themodulation index mMODMOD = 0 no modulationThe antenna current is specified by: ADSERAMANT ssddANT RRRR VVI 22 +++ −= πFor applications using read-only transponders, the MODpin can be connected to VSS by default. 6.1.3 Ready and clock signal (RDY/CLK)The RDY/CLK signal offers multiple functionality toobserve either the EM4095 ready to run (RDY) or bysorting a synchronous signal (CLK) to the data onDEMOD_OUT.The RDY signal is also available, when the antennadrivers are in off-state, which is forced by settingMOD = 1.6.2 Command transmission (uplink)To generate a variable electromagnetic field, the MODpin is connected to the microcontroller.Trace:Figure 11: Reader antenna signal on uplink



AppNote 404Copyright  2002, EMCC6.3 Signal reception on DEMOD_INBy following the calculation example (previous chapter) adecimated antenna signal should show a similar signalon your oscilloscope. The upper trace shows theDEMOD_IN, while the lowest trace shows thedemodulated transponder signal.Traces:Figure 12: Antt
 h1 DEMOD_OUTh2 antenna signal (measured with a spy coil)
 Microelectronic-Marin SA 12 www.emmicroelectronic.comenna signal and demodulatedransponder data



AppNote 404Copyright  2002, EM Microelectronic-Marin SA 13 RRRRC7 Interfacing a read/write transponder: e.g.EM4150A typical EM4095 setup to communicate with a read-write transponder (e.g. EM4150) is shown in this chapter.7.1 Microcontroller interfacheThe microcontroller is connected to the EM4095 througha slim interface using the signals SHD, RDY/CLK, MODand DEMOD_OUT. µ P+5V L A C DV1 C DV2 C RES EM40952 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 151413121110916+5V RDY/CLK C DEC C AGND MOD DEMOD_OUT SHD C DC2 C FCAP Antenna sensing point (ASP) Figure 13: Typical R/W setup using brigde-driver configuration7.1.1 Sleep mode (SHD)The EM4095 can be put in sleep mode by applying VDDon the pin SHD. SHD is high active. The consumption insleep mode is specified to only 1µA [1].SHD = 1 sleep modeSHD = 0 operation mode7.1.2 Modulation (MOD)By applying VDD on MOD, a modulation of 100 % isperformed.MOD = 1 100% of modulationMOD = 0 no modulationSince fig. 10 shows the bridge-driver configuration [1],the antenna current is specified by: ADSERANT ssddpeakANT RRR VVI 24)( ++ −= π7.1.3 Ready and clock signal (RDY/CLK)The RDY/CLK signal offers multiple functionality toobserve either the EM4095 ready to run (RDY) or bysorting a synchronous signal (CLK) to the data onDEMOD_OUT. The RDY signal is also available, when the antennadrivers are in off-state, which is forced by settingMOD = 1.7.2 Command transmission (uplink)To generate a variable electromagnetic field, the MODpin is connected to the microcontroller.Traces:Figure 14: Tran
 1 MOD2 DEMOD_OUT3 ANT14 RDY/CLKh2 transponder antenna signal(measured with a spy coil)
www.emmicroelectronic.comsmission and reception signalon the EM4095



AppNote 404Copyright  2002, EM Microelectronic-Marin SA 14 www.emmicroelectronic.com8 Schematic and PCBThe EM4095 demonstration board provided by EMMicroelectronic-Marin SA offers plug-and-play capabilityfor designers. All signals for control and reception areavailable on a connector. Control signals can either begenerated by a pattern generator or by connecting the designer's favourite microcontroller. As a special feature,the reader antenna is integrated on the PCB. Thereading range is about 11 cm.The schematic and PCB files are also available fromhttp://www.emmicroelectronic.com.8.1 Schematic of the EM4095 demo board Components:CDC2CFCAPCAGNDCDECCRESCDV1CDV2RSERLA 10 nF10 nF100 nF100 nF10 nF + 1 nF100 pF + 47 pF1 nF15 Ω120 µH DEMOD_OUT+5V L A C DV1 C DV2 C RES EM40952 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 16 +5V RDY/CLK C DECC AGNDMOD SHD C DC2C FCAPR SER VDD, DVDDIDCC1 (DVDD supply)C2 (DVDD supply)C4 (VDD supply) 5Vca. 90 mA100 nF3.3 µF100 nFFigure 15: EM4095 basic reader schematic8.2 Printed Circuit Board (PCB) of the EM4095 demo boardFigure 16: EM4095 demo board with integrated antenna   
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AppNote 404Copyright  2002, EM Microelectronic-Marin SA 15 www.emmicroelectronic.comA. Notes © EM Microelectronic-Marin SA, 09/02, Rev. CEM Microelectronic-Marin SA cannot assume responsibility for use of any circuitry described other than circuitryentirely embodied in an EM Microelectronic-Marin SA product. EM Microelectronic-Marin SA reserves the right tochange the circuitry and specifications without notice at any time. You are strongly urged to ensure that theinformation given has not been superseded by a more up-to-date version.
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